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Abstract. A short review of existing efforts to understand charge radii
and related indicators on a global scale within the covariant density
functional theory (CDFT) is presented. Using major classes of covariant energy density functionals (CEDFs), the global accuracy of the description of experimental absolute and differential charge radii within
the CDFT framework has been established. This assessment is supplemented by an evaluation of theoretical statistical and systematic uncertainties in the description of charge radii. New results on the accuracy
of the description of differential charge radii in deformed actinides and
light superheavy nuclei are presented and the role of octupole deformation in their reproduction is evaluated. Novel mechanisms leading to
odd-even staggering in charge radii are discussed. Finally, we analyze
the role of self-consistency effects in an accurate description of differential charge radii.
K EY WORDS : Covariant density functional theory, charge radii, differential
charge radii, theoretical uncertainties, self-consistency effects.

1

Introduction

The charge radii are among the most fundamental properties of atomic nuclei.
Essential information on the saturation density of symmetric nuclear matter is
imprinted into them. They also depend on the properties of nuclear forces and
nuclear many-body dynamics. Charge radii have been in the focus of experimental and theoretical studies for a long time and, in the last decade, there was
a significant increase in the interest to them due to the availability of new facilities and new techniques. Absolute charge radii are determined via the studies of
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muonic spectra and electronic scattering experiments [1, 2]. However, such experiments are impossible in radioactive elements. Laser spectroscopy is a more
flexible tool in that respect and allows a significantly higher precision of the
measurements of the changes of charge radii within the isotopic chain [1, 2].
The CDFT [3] is one of the modern theoretical tools which has been used with
reasonable success to the description of charge radii and related indicators. For
example, the first-ever successful description of the kink in charge radii of the
lead isotopes has been achieved in the CDFT framework in Ref. [4] and in the
90ies it followed by a study of differential charge radii in spherical even-even
nuclei of the Ca, Sn, and Pb isotopic chains in Ref. [5]. However, only during
the last seven years did new CDFT results appear, dedicated to the study of
charge radii, related indicators, and other connected issues. The goal of this
paper is to present a short review of different facets of physics of charge radii in
CDFT and to provide new clarifying results. All the quoted and new calculations
are performed within the framework of relativistic Hartree-Bogolibov (RHB)
approach with separable pairing interaction of Ref. [6]. The technical details
of the RHB approach and numerical details of the calculations are presented in
Ref. [7]. The calculations are carried out with the CEDFs (such as NL3* [8],
DD-ME2 [9], DD-MEδ [10], DD-PC1 [11], PC-PK1 [12] and NL5(C), NL5(D)
and NL5(E) [13]) representing the major classes of the CDFT models.
2

Physical Observables

We focus here on physical observables, which provide information on charge
radii and related indicators. The charge radii were calculated from the corresponding point proton radii as (see Ref. [7])
q
(1)
rch = hr2 ip + 0.64 fm,
where hr2 ip stands for proton mean-square point radius and the factor 0.64 accounts for the finite-size effects of the proton.
In addition, two differential indicators are commonly used to facilitate the quantitative comparison of the experimental results with those from theoretical calculations. One of them is the differential mean-square charge radius
0

2
2
δhr2 iN,N
= rch
(N ) − rch
(N 0 ) ,
p

(2)

where N 0 is the neutron number of the reference nucleus. Another is the threepoint indicator
∆hr2 i(3) (N ) =


1 2
2
2
rch (N − 1) + rch
(N + 1) − 2rch
(N ) ,
2

which quantifies OES in charge radii.
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3

Global Performance of the CDFT in the Description of
Charge Radii

The global performance of CDFT in the description of charge radii for major
classes of CEDFs has been studied in Refs. [7, 13, 14], and Figure 1 presents
an example of a comparison between theory and experiment. The following
rms
rms deviations ∆rch
between calculated and experimental charge radii have
rms
rms
been reported: ∆rch = 0.0283 fm for CEDF NL3*, ∆rch
= 0.0230 fm for
rms
rms
DD-ME2, ∆rch = 0.0329 fm for DD-MEδ*, ∆rch = 0.0253 fm for DDrms
rms
PC1, ∆rch
= 0.0284 fm for NL5(C), ∆rch
= 0.0277 fm for NL5(D), and
rms
∆rch = 0.0288 fm for NL5(E). Note that the DD-PC1 functional has been
adjusted only to nuclear binding energies while other functionals include the
information on charge radii in their fitting protocols. The average rms deviations
of calculated rch from experimental ones for this group of functionals are at the
level of 0.028 fm. Considering that the average experimental rms charge radius
in the nuclear chart is around 4.8 fm (see, for example, Figure 23 in Ref. [7] and
Figures 2-4 in Ref. [1]), this amounts to a high average precision of 0.58% in the
prediction of charge radii.
Figure 1 reveals several regions on the nuclear chart which exhibit enhanced
exp
th
(with respect of average trend) differences (rch
−rch
) between experimental and
calculated charge radii. These are (i) proton-rich nuclei around Hg (Z = 80), (ii)
proton-rich nuclei around Sr (Z = 38) located below the N = 50 shell closure
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Figure 1. (Color online) The difference between measured and calculated charge radii
rch for the CEDF DD-PC1. Two-proton and two-neutron drip lines obtained with this
functional are shown by solid black lines. The experimental data are taken from Ref. [1].
Based on figure from Ref. [14].
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and (iii) light and very light nuclei in the region with Z < 20. The detailed
analysis of the nuclei in the regions (i) and (ii) performed in Refs. [15–19] clearly
indicates that shape coexistence and the correlations beyond mean-field are the
sources of these discrepancies. Note that the latter are neglected in our studies.
The importance of the correlations beyond mean-field is also expected to be
increased in light and very light nuclei, the potential energy surfaces of which
are very frequently soft in collective coordinates. The fact that the accuracy
of the description of the masses declines with decreasing mass also points in
that direction (see discussion in Sec. V of Ref. [7]). Thus, the inclusion of the
correlations beyond mean-field in the regions (i-iii) may improve the description
of charge radii and binding energies. The accuracy of the description of charge
radii also deteriorates in the actinides (see Figure 1). However, this is most
likely due to the extrapolations used in Ref. [1] for the definition of absolute
charge radii since they have not been measured experimentally in the Z > 83
nuclei (uranium is an exception).
4

Statistical and Systematic Uncertainties in the Description of
Charge Radii

Because of underlying physical approximations in modeling of the nuclear
many-body problem it is important to estimate statistical and systematic theoretical uncertainties in the predictions of charge radii. This is especially important when one deals with the extrapolations beyond the known regions, as, for
example, in particle number or deformation, since experimental data which act
as a substitute of an exact solution are not available there. Such estimates are
also required for the evaluation of the predictive power of the models and the
robustness of their predictions.
Systematic theoretical uncertainties emerge from underlying theoretical approximations about the form of the energy density functional. In the DFT framework, there are two major sources of these approximations, namely, the range
of interaction and the form of the density dependence of the effective interaction [3, 20, 21]. In reality, only the lower limit of these uncertainties is possible
to estimate (see Refs. [7, 13, 22]) and even then, it contains a degree of arbitrariness related to the choice of the set of the functionals. In our works, it is
estimated via the spread of theoretical predictions within a set of selected functionals (NL3*, DD-ME2, DD-PC1, DD-MEδ) as
max
min
∆rch (Z, N ) = |rch
(Z, N ) − rch
(Z, N )| ,

(4)

max
min
where rch
(Z, N ) and rch
(Z, N ) are the largest and smallest values of the
charge radii obtained with the four employed CEDFs for the (Z, N ) nucleus [7].
The charge radii spreads are shown in Figure 2. For the nuclei shown in Figure 1 they are on the level of 0.01 fm for the majority of medium mass and
heavy nuclei but become larger for Z ≤ 40 nuclei where they exceed 0.02 fm
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Figure 2. (Color online) Systematic uncertainties in the description of charge radii. From
Ref. [7].

in most of the nuclei. The latter feature is most likely due to softer potential energy surfaces of such nuclei and thus stronger dependence of the results on the
details of the underlying single-particle structure. As a result, in some nuclei the
systematic theoretical uncertainties are either comparable or larger than the differences between experimental and calculated charge radii (compare Figures 2
and 1). This fact has to be kept in mind when performing a detailed comparison
between theory and experiment.
Statistical errors σ(rch ), which apply only to a given functional, are due to the
details of the fitting protocol, such as the choice of experimental data and the
selection of adopted errors (see Refs. [13, 22]). They are shown in Figure 3 for
the NL5(C) functional for several isotopic chains of spherical nuclei. However,
similar magnitude of σ(rch ) is expected both for other functionals and for deformed nuclei [13]. One can see that, on average, they are by a factor of approximately 6 smaller than global rms deviations between theory and experiment.
They are also substantially smaller than systematic theoretical uncertainties for
charge radii. Note that the σ(rch ) values show some fluctuations as a function
of neutron number due to the underlying shell structure; they become especially
pronounced in the Ni isotopes. These fluctuations are expected to wash out in
deformed nuclei because of a more equal distribution of deformed single-particle
states originating from different spherical subshells. On average, the σ(rch ) values shown in Figure 3 display a very modest increase on going from the twoproton to the two-neutron drip line. This is in contrast to the results obtained in
the Skyrme DFT calculations with the UNEDF0 functional (see Ref. [23]) which
for the nuclei near the proton drip line shows σ(rch ) values comparable to those
obtained in the CDFT(NL5(C)) calculations, but are by a factor of 17-33 larger
at the neutron drip line (see Ref. [13]). Based on these considerations, one can
conclude that statistical errors represent only a relatively small part of the total
379
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Figure 3. (Color online) The propagation of statistical errors in charge radii with neutron
number for the Ca (Z = 20), Ni (Z = 28), Sn (Z = 50), and Pb (Z = 82) isotopic
chains. The RHB calculations have been performed at spherical shape with the NL5(C)
functional for all even-even nuclei located between the two-proton and two-neutron drip
lines (see Ref. [13] for details). Open symbols are used to indicate the nuclei whose
experimental data have been used in the fitting protocol of this functional. From Ref. [13].

theoretical error in the prediction of charge radii and in many cases they can be
neglected.
5

Differential Charge Radii: The Examples of the Sn/Gd Region
and the Region of Actinides and Light Superheavy Nuclei
0

The differential charge radius δhr2 iN,N (see Eq. (2)) is an indicator which is
very sensitive to the shell closures, underlying single-particle structure, pairing
interaction, and occupation pattern of the single-particle states and their evolution with neutron number (see Refs. [15, 24] and references quoted therein).
Their systematic global investigation has been performed within the CDFT
framework in Ref. [15] and theoretical results were compared with experimental data which crosses the neutron shell closures at N = 28, 50, 82, and 126.
An example of such a comparison is presented in Figure 4. Absolute differential radii of different isotopic chains and their relative properties are reasonably
well described in model calculations in the cases when the mean-field approximation is justified. The observed clusterization of differential charge radii of
different isotopic chains (see Ref. [25]) is well described above the N = 50
and N = 126 shell closures (see Ref. [15]). However, a similar clusterization
above the N = 28 and N = 82 shell closures is not that well reproduced due to
deficiencies in the underlying single-particle structure.
In the present paper, we focus on differential charge radii of deformed actinides
and light superheavy nuclei which were not covered in Ref. [15]. The aim is
0
to understand the accuracy of the description of the δhr2 iN,N values in high380
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Figure 4. (Color online) The experimental and calculated differential charge radii
0
δh< r2 iN,N of the indicated isotopic chains. The experimental data are taken from
Ref. [1]. The calculations are performed with the indicated CEDFs. Theoretical results
are shown by lines with symbols and by only lines for spherical and deformed ground
states, respectively.

Z systems and the impact of octupole deformation on differential charge radii.
Note that due to the difficulties of the measurements of absolute charge radii in
the Z > 83 nuclei, the experimental data covers only differential charge radii
[the only exception is uranium]. The experimental and calculated differential
charge radii of the Th, U, Pu, Cm, and No isotopic chains are compared in
Figure 5. Note that only even-even nuclei are considered in the calculations.
The format of the figure is similar to that of Figure 2 of Ref. [28] in which the
results of Skyrme DFT calculations with UNEDF1 and SV-min functionals are
compared with experimental data. Note that the RHB calculations indicate the
presence of octupole deformation in low-N Th and U isotopes (see Ref. [26])
but, in a given nucleus, it somewhat depends on the employed CEDF and on
the type of the DFT [26, 30]. The accounting of octupole deformation leads to
0
an increase of the δhr2 iN,N value by approximately ≈ 0.1 fm2 and leads to
an improvement in the description of differential charge radii in the Th and U
isotopes.
On average, the accuracy of the description of differential charge radii obtained
with covariant (DD-ME2, DD-PC1, PC-PK1, and NL3*) and non-relativistic
energy density functionals (UNEDF1 and SV-min) is similar (compare Figure 5
in the present paper with Figure 2 in Ref. [28]). Among the employed CEDFs,
the best agreement with experiment is obtained for the Th isotopes by DD-ME2,
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Figure 5. (Color online) The experimental and calculated differential charge radii
0
δhr2 iN,N of the indicated isotopic chains. The results of reflection symmetric and reflection asymmetric (with octupole deformation) RHB calculations are shown by solid
and dashed lines, respectively. Note that the latter are based on the results obtained in
Ref. [26] and are shown only for the nuclei which have non-zero octupole deformation
β3 . The arrows indicate the reference nuclei in the isotopic chains. The experimental
data are taken from Refs. [1, 27, 28].

DD-PC1 and NL3*, for the U isotopes by DD-PC1 and NL3*, for the Pu isotopes by DD-ME2 and DD-PC1, and for the Cm isotopes by PC-PK1 and NL3*
(see Figure 5). The results of the calculations for the No isotopes are the same
with all employed functionals1 . The local deviations between theory and experi0
ment for δhr2 iN,N are most likely due to the differences between experimental
and calculated energies of the deformed quasiparticle states (see Refs. [31–33])
which leads to some dissimilarity of their contributions to charge radii. The
same is true when the results of the calculations with two functionals are compared (see Sect. IV of Ref. [15] for a discussion of the impact of the underlying
1 Note that the analysis of the No isotopes performed in Ref. [29] suggests that the measurements
of at least two atomic transitions would allow to disentangle the contributions of the changes in
deformation and charge radius into field isotopic shifts.
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single-particle structure and occupation pattern of the single-particle states on
differential charge radii of the spherical Pb nuclei).
6

New Mechanisms Leading to Odd-Even Staggering in
Charge Radii

The description of odd-even staggering (OES) in charge radii has been a challenge for a long time. In the most commonly accepted scenario, it is due to
the gradient terms both in the surface part of the energy density functional and
in the pairing interaction (see Refs. [34–36]). However, this has recently been
challenged in Ref. [37] (see also Ref. [24] for a more detailed study) where it
has been shown that the scattering of the occupation of different single-particle
states between even-even and odd nuclei in the isotopic chain can lead to OES
in charge radii. This scattering is due to the fact that particle-vibration coupling
(PVC) leads to a change of the relative order of the single-particle states in oddN nuclei as compared with even-N ones in which PVC plays a minor role.
The analysis of Refs. [15, 24, 37] also clearly indicates the importance of taking
into account both the structure of the ground state in odd-A nuclei and the fact
that the DFT calculations do not reproduce the structure of the ground states in
odd-A nuclei in more than half of the cases (see Refs. [31, 32, 38, 39]). These
facts have been ignored in the absolute majority of the studies of OES in charge
radii. The importance of the accounting of these facts is illustrated in Figure 6
in which OES in charge radii of the Sn isotopes obtained with two procedures
(LES and EGS) in the RHB calculations of odd-N nuclei are compared. In the
LES procedure, the lowest in energy calculated configuration is used. In the
EGS procedure, the configuration with the spin and parity of the blocked state
corresponding to those of the experimental ground state is employed, although it
is not necessarily the lowest in energy. The results of the RHB calculations with
the LES procedure significantly underestimate the magnitude of experimental
OES and occasionally provide a wrong phase of the OES (see Figure 6(b)).
The use of the EGS procedure significantly improves the description of both the
phases and the magnitude of OES (see Figure 6(a)). However, even in that case,
the magnitude of OES is underestimated on average by a factor of approximately
two.
The remaining discrepancies between theory and experiment suggest that the energy considerations discussed above are not sufficient and special attention has
to be paid to the wavefunction of the ground state in odd-N nuclei. There is a
substantial difference between the ground states in even-even and odd-A nuclei
with stiff parabola-like potential energy surfaces (such as the Sn isotopes). Indeed, the impact of the correlations beyond mean-field on the wavefunction of
the ground state is relatively small in even-even nuclei, but it is substantial in
odd-A ones. The latter is due to the coupling of the single-particle motion with
phonons (particle-vibration coupling) which leads to a substantial fragmenta383
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Figure 6. (Color online) OES in charge radii of the Sn isotopes. The experimental data
are taken from Ref. [1]. The RHB results with the NL3* CEDF are shown by blue lines
with triangles for the LES and EGS procedures in odd-N nuclei. The results corrected
for the fragmentation of the single-particle content of the dominant single-particle state
in odd-N nuclei within the schematic model discussed in the text are shown by red lines
with squares for a representative spectroscopic factor S = 0.8.

tion of the wavefunction; this feature is confirmed in numerous experiments (see
Refs. [38–40] and references quoted therein). This reduces the single-particle
content of the unpaired neutron ground state in odd-A nuclei to the value characterized by the spectroscopic factor S (S ≤ 1.0). As a result, the pull provided
by the odd neutron on the proton radii (see Refs. [15, 41] and Section 7) is reduced as compared with the mean-field value. Assuming that at the mean-field
level the increase of charge radii on going from even to odd neutron number in
the even Z isotopic chain is ∆(rch )qp
MF = rch (N + 1) − rch (N ) [here N is even],
the accounting of the fragmentation of the wavefunction in odd-N nuclei will reduce this increase to ∆(rch )frag = S∆(rch )qp
MF . Using this schematic model (see
Ref. [15] for more details), one can show that the fragmentation of the structure
of the unpaired neutron in odd-N nuclei due to particle-vibration coupling leads
to an increase of the magnitudes of OES in charge radii and correct phases of
the OES both in the LES and EGS procedures for typical values of S (see Figure 6). Both of these factors act in the direction of improving the agreement with
experiment.
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7

The Role of Self-Consistency Effects

As reviewed in the introduction of Ref. [15], the absolute majority of the studies of differential charge radii has been performed either in DFT or in ab initio
approaches. However, it is well known that these types of models have some
deficiencies in the description of spectroscopic properties related to the energies
of the single-particle states and their wave functions [31–33, 39, 42]. In contrast,
the spherical shell models with empirical interactions provide a better description of experimental spectroscopic data in spherical nuclei located in the vicinity
of doubly magic nuclei and microscopic+macroscopic (mic+mac) models based
on phenomenological potentials such as the Woods-Saxon one do the same in
the region of deformed nuclei. However, we are not aware of successful investigations of differential charge radii within these types of models and naturally
the question of the underlying reasons emerges.
In order to answer this question, we consider single-particle rms radii of the proton orbitals occupied in 208 Pb and 220 Pb as obtained in the calculations without
pairing (see Table 1). These nuclei differ by 12 neutrons which completely oc-

p
Table 1. (Color online) Proton single-particle rms radii rp,i = hr2 ii [in fm] (columns 4
and 5) and single-particle energies ei [in MeV] (columns 2 and 3) of the indicated singleparticle (i-th) in the nuclei 208 Pb and 220 Pb. The pairing is neglected in the calculations
and they employ NL3* functional. The column 6 shows the change of proton singleparticle radii δrp,i = rp,i (220 Pb) − rp,i (208 Pb) between the nuclei 208 Pb and 220 Pb.
Note that the results for the single-particle states with principal quantum number n = 1
are shown in bold.
subshell

ei (208 Pb)

ei (220 Pb)

rp,i (208 Pb)

rp,i (220 Pb)

δrp,i

1

2

3

4

5

6

1s1/2
1p3/2
1p1/2
1d5/2
1d3/2
2s1/2
1f7/2
1f5/2
2p3/2
2p1/2
1g9/2
1g7/2
2d5/2
1h11/2
2d3/2
3s1/2

-48.886
-43.193
-42.510
-36.097
-34.533
-30.844
-28.042
-25.265
-20.890
-19.839
-19.369
-15.175
-11.154
-10.335
-9.537
-8.428

-48.151
-43.155
-42.620
-36.853
-35.636
-32.215
-29.573
-27.366
-22.819
-21.843
-21.587
-18.149
-13.413
-13.120
-11.909
-10.725

4.067759
4.667454
4.575735
5.11159
4.972567
4.458931
5.487019
5.325364
5.000532
5.004416
5.82501
5.673305
5.53793
6.14104
5.572499
5.495602

4.277595
4.889208
4.805227
5.324115
5.187897
4.544538
5.682079
5.512845
5.032818
5.03297
5.998839
5.82303
5.542713
6.291571
5.577024
5.482959

0.209836
0.221754
0.229492
0.212525
0.21533
0.085607
0.19506
0.187481
0.032286
0.028554
0.173829
0.149725
0.004783
0.150531
0.004525
-0.012643
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cupy the ν1i11/2 subshell1 (see discussion in Ref. [15]). One can see2 that the
pull provided by neutrons in this subshell on rms radii of proton single-particle
states depends on their principal quantum number n. This pull is quantified by
δrp,i (see Table 1) and it is the largest for the n = 1 orbitals (especially those
located at the bottom of the potential). It is reduced drastically for the n = 2
and 3 proton orbitals. Note that the proton rms point radius entering into Eq. (1)
is given by
X
2
hr2 ip =
(2ji + 1)rp,i
,
(5)
i

where the sum runs over all occupied spherical subshells and (2ji + 1) is the degeneracy of the i-th subshell. As a result, the differential charge radius between
two nuclei (see Eq. (2)) can be rewritten as
X
0
2
2
δhr2 iN,N
=
(2ji + 1)(rp,i
(N ) − rp,i
(N 0 )) .
(6)
p
i

One can see that it depends on the pull on the rms radii of all occupied proton
subshells provided by the occupation of neutron states. Thus the introduction
of the core (as it is done in the spherical shell model) leads to a neglect of the
pull provided by the extra neutron(s) on the proton single-particle states forming
the core. This introduces uncontrollable errors in the calculations of differential
charge radii and thus severely limits the applicability of spherical shell model to
the description of this observable.
In a similar fashion, the lack of self-consistency effects is expected to affect the
description of differential charge radii in the mic+mac model. This is because
the addition of neutron does not affect the proton subsystem in a self-consistent
manner on the level of single-particle subshells (as in Table 1). For example,
in the Woods-Saxon potential it affect the total radius of nucleus R only via
mass dependence R = 1.2A1/3 : this means that the occupation of the neutron
1i11/2 and 2g9/2 subshells in the N > 126 Pb isotopes will lead to the same
differential charge radii contrary to the results of self-consistent calculations (see
Refs. [4,5,24,37].) Moreover, there is a lack of self-consistency in the definition
of the radial properties of the density distributions in the macroscopic (liquid
drop) and microscopic (single-particle potential) parts of the mic+mac model.
To our knowledge, this aspect of the problem has not been studied in details.
0
However, the physical observables similar to δhr2 iN,N
, namely, relative charge
p
quadrupole moments of superdeformed bands are affected by the lack of selfconsistency between microscopic and macroscopic parts [43].
1 We consider a full neutron subshell in order to magnify the impact of the occupation of neutron
states on the proton single-particle rms radii.
2 Similar impact of the occupation of the 1i
11/2 neutron subshell on charge radii of proton subshells is seen also in the Skyrme DFT calculations of Ref. [41].
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8

Conclusions

Recent applications of covariant density functional theory to the analysis and
description of charge radii and related indicators have been reviewed. It covers global accuracy of the description of experimental absolute and differential
charge radii and the evaluation of related theoretical statistical and systematic
uncertainties. This theory provides reasonably good description of these physical observables already at the mean field level. The discrepancies between theory and experiment have two sources: the deficiencies in the description of the
energies of the single-particle states and the neglect of the correlations beyond
mean field. For example, the former affects the reproduction of the evolution of
differential charge radii in isotopic chains which cross the N = 28 and N = 82
neutron shell closures. The later shows itself in two areas: (i) in the description
of charge radii in shape coexistent nuclei or in the nuclei with soft potential energy surfaces [accurate description of such systems requires the methods such
as generator coordinate method or 5-dimensional collective Hamiltonian] and
(ii) in the description of odd-even staggering in charge radii since the energies
and the wave functions of one-quasiparticle states in odd-A nuclei are affected
[strongly in spherical nuclei] by particle-vibration coupling.
In addition, new calculations reveal that differential charge radii in deformed actinides and light superheavy nuclei are well described in the CDFT calculations.
However, it is important to take into account octupole deformation in low-N
Th and U nuclei. Finally, we analyzed the importance of self-consistency effects on the accurate description of differential charge. This analysis reveals the
challenging situation. The CDFT as well as the Skyrme and Gogny DFTs take
these effects into account on the level of single-particle states but suffer from
some deficiencies in the description of their energies. In contrast, the models
which are specifically fitted for a very accurate description of the single-particle
energies suffer from the neglect of these self-consistency effects either due to
introduction of the closed core (as in the most of spherical shell models) or due
to the split of the model space into macroscopic and microscopic part (as in the
mic+mac models).
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